| CALCIUM WHEELS |

Over ninety-percent of the calcium in the body is stored in the bones and teeth, which act as reservoirs in which the calcium can be withdrawn as required for extra-skeletal functions. Calcium is found in virtually every cell throughout the body and is considered a biological messenger responsible for carrying signals to target activities with cells through specific calcium channels. Calcium is regulated in tissues and serum at the expense of skeletal structures. It is regulated by the parathyroid, and kidneys and is affected by insulin, adrenal, as well as male and female hormones. An imbalance of calcium relative to its synergistic and antagonistic nutrients can be a major contributor to osteoporosis even with adequate dietary calcium intake.

The following graphics illustrate some of calcium’s biological antagonistic relationships (arrows indicate antagonistic effect). In the case of excessive tissue calcium, increased intake of these antagonistic vitamins and nutritional minerals may be of benefit. However, prolonged intake of these specific vitamins and/or minerals, singularly or in combination, can produce a calcium deficiency, especially if the nutritional or tissue calcium status is already marginal. Conversely, excessive calcium or prolonged intake of calcium can antagonize these same specific vitamins and minerals. It should be noted that antagonism with another nutrient can occur via competition on an absorptive level (intestinal absorption) or metabolic level (cellular), producing compartmental displacement, or increasing requirements.
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Trace Elements has pioneered the recognition of nutritional interrelationships, and specializes in evaluating individual nutritional requirements through hair tissue mineral profiles.
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